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Important Installation Information 
 

 
Figure 1: Y adapter 

Further information:  
MAICO Diagnostic GmbH, Technical Customer Service – TCS, t c s @ m a i c o . b i z  
 

This is a very important user information, which needs to be considered before setting up the 
device. Please read this document carefully to make sure that the product installations are 
respected and device failure is avoided.  

The MA 41 and MA 42 audiometer has a balanced monitor output used by the examiner for 
a mic/monitor headset and balanced speaker outputs for the sound field testing. Rather than 
using a separate ground line and signal line with alternating polarity, a balanced line leads 
two signals with inverted polarity, called the hot and cold connection. Such a signal is used 
by MA 41 and MA 42 monitor and speaker outputs. However, if one of those signals is 
connected to ground, a short circuit is created and the device can be damaged.  

To avoid any device failure, it is important  to not connect a monitor or speaker inputs to the 
same ground as any other connector is using! This can happen, if Y adapters are used, which 
are connecting the monitor output to the same ground as used for the talk forward 
microphone. Make sure that only accessories supplied by MAICO Diagnostic GmbH are used.   

If the MA 41 or MA 42 is used in combination with a sound cabin, the audiometer 
connections are usually routed inside the cabin via a jack panel. If the jack panel is using a 
common ground for all connections, the sound field speaker needs to be routed separately 
from the audiometer into the cabin, not via the same jack panel.  

Please consider to avoid a connection of the speaker output to the same ground as used for 
any other connector of the MA 41 or MA 42 to avoid a device failure.   

 

CAUTION: A Y adapter (Figure 1) shares common ground for talk forward and monitor. Do 
not use a Y adapter!

 
 


